2000 f350 transmission

The Black Beast Diesel 4R transmission is tough enough to withstand the rigors of even the
toughest trucks delivering heavy duty towing and hauling capacity. Every Black Beast Diesel
transmission is custom made to order! There are many varying components that go in to each
and every unit. Call us at to ensure the proper build to suit your needs and application! Black
Beast Diesel Transmissions Engineered to Dominate, the Black Beast Diesel 4R transmission is
tough enough to withstand the rigors of even the toughest trucks delivering heavy duty towing
and hauling capacity. In either mode, you get a racetrack shift that bangs through the gears
giving you all the right to say "Eat My Shift! When you use the manual gear selection feature,
the Black Beast Diesel 4R upshifts and downshifts when you move the shift lever. When you
select the normal drive position, the transmission retains its firm, automatic shifts for the ease
of driving you look for in an automatic transmission. In the E4OD was updated and this new
transmission is largely the same as the E4OD, but with some changes to internal components to
address concerns in durability when put behind the powerful Powerstroke Diesel Engine. The 4r
was available from for 2wd and 4x4 applications and mounted to the 7. The Black Beast Diesel
Transmission features: the latest technology in our industry with only the best internal
components for increased strength, dependable performance and monster torque capacity. All
Monster transmissions are custom made in the USA and quality checked to ensure your peace
of mind. For the system to operate properly, all throttle linkage, vacuum lines and kick-down
components must be connected and adjusted properly. Certain vehicle specific
extension-housings may not be available with this unit. In most cases, you will be required to
swap your original extension-housing this will NOT void your warranty. Why Black Beast? Your
truck is your life. It means everything to you. All that power and no way to get it to the wheels.
We had the same problem, which is why we created the Black Beast diesel line of
transmissions. Our transmissions are built by some of the best, most experienced technicians
in the industry, using the highest quality parts available. We believe in our transmissions and
we stand behind them, offering up to a 3 year warranty. You want your truck to be the biggest
and the baddest and you need a transmission to match. Let Black Beast take the wheel. Power
and pride, unmatched. The cookie settings on this website are set to 'allow all cookies' to give
you the very best experience. Please click Accept Cookies to continue to use the site.
Availability: Product Available. Linkage Included for Testing purposes. Popular Accessories
These have been Discounted for your transmission package! Transmission Flush - Dr. Review
this item. Add to Wish List. Follow Us. There are no reviews for this product! Write a Review.
Related Items Quick View. Add To Cart. Quick View. ViziKoat Pattern for Your Transmission.
Recently Viewed Items. Stay Connected. Accept Cookies. There was no consideration given to
comfort or style, because these trucks were simply designed to do a job. That all changed when
Ford introduced the Super Duty line in , and it's been sitting on top of the sales heap ever since.
Part of that success has to do with the drivetrains, which are unbelievably capable. The 4-speed
4R and 5-speed 5RW were able to handle the monster torque of the Power Stroke Diesel engine,
while providing complete civility and impressive fuel economy. But they aren't without their
problems though, so let's look at some of the most common Ford Super Duty transmission
problems, and figure out what you can do about them. Heat and vibration are the natural enemy
of car parts, and they're the main cause of premature solenoid failure on the Ford 4R
transmission. These little plunger mechanisms route pressurized ATF through the valve body to
actuate a shift. Over time, the heat and vibration can short out the wiring on a 4R solenoid,
leading to delayed shifts, or no shift at all. To eliminate this problem, every remanufactured 4R
transmission from Street Smart Transmission receives upgraded EPC solenoids and solenoid
clips. These are much more resistant to heat and vibrations, which can significantly extend the
service life of your Ford F transmission or Ford F transmission. Controlling hydraulic pressure
is the key to creating a durable transmission. Unfortunately, an OE design flaw in the
accumulator pistons and snap ring can cause the 4R forward clutch drum to fail prematurely.
Leading to no forward gears, or severe slipping in 1st, 2nd, or 3rd gears. To solve this problem,
each SST remanufactured 4R transmission gets upgraded see: Stronger and accumulator
pistons, a more robust spiral-lock snap ring, and a staked retainer for the intermediate clutch.
To address this problem, every SST remanufactured 5RW transmission features TIG welded
pinion pins, which prevents the problem from occurring in the first place. This pressure is
created by the transmission pump, which has a tendency to fail prematurely. If this happens,
you'll experience a pronounced delay in forward and reverse gear engagement, or the
transmission could just "slam" into gear. To fix the problem, as well as extend the service life of
the pump, every remanufactured 5RW transmission from SST gets a number of upgrades,
including a fully remanufactured transmission pump with custom-spec line bore bushings, a
heavy duty pump recalibration kit, and a shift kit to reduce slipping. The quickest way to fix your
Ford SuperDuty transmission problems is to simply buy a used 4R transmission or used 5RW

transmission. These can be found at most junk yards, and they often come with a day warranty.
However, there's no way to determine the actual condition of the internal components, so you
could be spending a bunch of money to have the exact same problems. Plus, that warranty only
covers the transmission if it's defective, not the labor costs that you'll have to pay. Another
option would be a rebuilt 4R transmission or rebuilt 5RW transmission. A local repair shop will
remove your SuperDuty transmission, then install a bunch of new parts. The problem here is,
the skills and experience of each mechanic will vary widely from shop to shop, so you could
have problems from something that wasn't adjusted properly. And the year warranty might only
cover you at certain transmission repair shops, in a specific geographical area. Many owners
depend on their Ford F and Ford F to make a living and get things done. Their gasoline and
PowerStroke diesel engines are designed to go 's of thousands of miles, so it makes sense to
invest in a remanufactured 4R transmission or remanufactured 5RW transmission. Street Smart
Transmission understands how important your time and money are, which is why every Ford
Super-Duty transmission that we build exceeds OE specifications. It covers both parts and
labor, and the coverage can be transferred if you sell the truck. So if you're ready to get your
truck back on the road, give us a call at Should you have any questions or concerns about your
Shift Select transmission, our Product Support Team is only a phone call away. So what does a
No Hassle Warranty really mean? When your transmission is installed at a licensed repair
facility:. Warehouse Shipping Locations. Ordering a Remanufactured Transmission. PayPal
Credit Financing Available. Dealer Quality. Lower Price. Why Buy Factory Direct? Savings
Calculator. Get A Transmission Estimate. Tech Guides. Reman Transmissions. Reman Valve
Bodies. Find Local Installer. Idlewild Ave Tampa, FL Fully Dyno Tested. Every transmission
shipped has been through a complete road simulation dyno test. Every transmission is cold
AND hot-tested before shipment to ensure quality. No up-front core charges. Your mechanic
installs your new transmission and places your old transmission core into our reusable
container. You let us know when your vehicle is done and we'll send a truck to pick up the core
free, within 24 hours. Fill out the form on our website to receive an e-mailed estimate. We send
an out-the-door price for a replacement remanufactured transmission shipped free to your
repair shop or installer. Torque Converters. Fully remanufactured torque converter included.
Converters are tested for leaks, lockup and balance. All upgrades exceed OE requirements. So
how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us. Don't
waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service, contact us.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Add Complaint. Manual transmission Pilot bushing malfunctioned; Pilot bushing has been
replaced at miles. Consumer has contacted dealer. On several occasions clutch would slip,
dealer replced flywheel clutch assembly and transmission seal, after leaving dealer, consumer
noted dealer had not put fluid in transmission, 2 U joints and the cam sensor was replaced due
to drivetrain vibration, transmission now makes howling noise, engine has a no start condition.
Pilot shaft bushing goes out and causes the manual transmission to lock up. Dealer has yet to
be contacted. Dealer replaced 2 ujoints and the cam sensor due to drivetrain vibration. There is
a loud noise in the transmission while driving in 6th gear over 60mph. Search CarComplaints.
Transmission did not hold up and kept breaking down. Transmission broke down the first time
at 27, miles. Second time on Jan 20, Entire clutch assembly was replaced both times. The
following week, truck broke down again. Transmission needed to be replaced with 40, miles. Not
what you are looking for? Search for something else:. So, you are about to spend your hard
earned dollar on a transmission for your vehicle and you've taken to the internet to educate
yourself about your future purchase. Best Quality. Best Warranty. The information below is not
intended to sway your decision toward one option or another. It is simply a summary of our
experience within the industry. Ultimately only YOU know which option will fit you best. A Used
4R Transmission. This can quickly balloon into a lot of wasted time and money. For example,
whether your rebuilt 4R transmission will have all of the OE manufacturer updates and
upgrades to increase its strength and longevity will vary from shop to shop. Items that are
marginally still good go back into a rebuilt transmission the way they came out. A
Re-manufactured 4R Transmission. Not all Re-Manufactured Transmissions are created equal.
Component selection, manufacturing, and testing methods can vary from company to company.
Industry Leading. Nationwide Warranty. Shift firmness remains factory. An Upgraded locking
snap ring for the coast clutch and spiral-lock snap ring for 4th clutch address OE design flaws
and eliminate premature failures. A One-Piece rear case bushing improves internal fluid flow
and lubrication. This prevents the center support bolts from walking out. A very common
problem. Upgrades Exceed OE requirements and eliminate the possibilities of front seal leaks,
premature bushing wear, and vibration. All New bushings are installed in key locations to
improve internal fluid flow control and pressures. The fluid pump rotor and pump body mating

surfaces are resurfaced and new line bore bushings are installed to maintain correct fluid
pressures. A Tru-Flat stator qualification and machining process is utilized to meet or often
exceed factory specification. Ensuring like-new or better performance from your transmission.
You are covered anywhere and everywhere in the continental United States. A replacement
transmission is sent to you as soon as your warranty claim is submitted. How long will it take?
Your transmission will arrive within business days. Can the transmission be sent to my home?
Yes, it can. What if its Sold out or I'm in the middle of nowhere? How do I return the core? We
do not charge a core deposit. However, we do need your old core back. Return shipping is
pre-paid. We Accept all major Credit and Debit Cards. You may also pay with a check by phone.
Let's Review. What will I need to order? Vehicle VIN and current mileage. Can I install it myself?
Yes, Self-installation does not void your warranty. Does my old transmission core need to be
out when the new transmission is delivered? No, you have 14 days from the date of delivery to
schedule your core return. Need more time? No problem, just let us know. How is the
transmission shipped? How is the transmission packaged? How do residential deliveries work?
For residential deliveries, the carrier must transfer your transmission onto a smaller truck for
delivery. The carrier will then call you directly to schedule an appointment for delivery. What
else will I need for install? For example, the neutral safety switch, speed sensor, tailhousing etc.
Does the transmission come with fluid? What ATF fluid will I need? Your transmission will
arrive with approximately quarts of full synthetic ATF in it from testing. The torque converter is
already primed with fluid and does not need to be removed. You will have to top the
transmission off with fluid before operating. What's the total cost? The price you see truly is the
price you pay, no smoke and mirrors here folks! Years : - - - - - - Makes : FORD. Models :. Drive :
2WD or 4WD. Regular Price Savings Event Sale Price Heavy Duty Billet Torque Converter. Core
Return. Peace of Mind. PS: The price you see reall
2006 mitsubishi eclipse service manual
polaris700
2009 toyota corolla oil filter housing
y is the price you pay. From the quality and value of our product to your experience as our
customer, providing the best has made BestBuy Transmission the preferred choice among the
public and professionals alike. However, we are a nationwide operation, serving customers
through locations across the U. Yep, It's Really That Easy. America's 4R Transmission
Supercenter! Know Your Options. The Best Value. The Best Quality. The Best Warranty. Not
Used. Not Rebuilt. Let's Take A Look Inside. The Result? Nationwide Coverage. Instant
Replacement. If I install the transmission myself, will it still be covered under warranty? Labor is
not. How does the warranty work? Free Shipping. Get what you need, when you need it. Put To
The Test. HOT -Tested. COLD -Tested. LOAD -Tested. Money Back Gaurantee. If you are not
completely satisfied with your transmission when it arrives, send it back for a full refund. No
Core Deposit. No Guesswork. How Do I Order? Show More. Suite Boca Raton, FL. Here To Help.

